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Marina and Boatyard Operative Apprenticeship Standard - Level 2
Introduction:

Marinas and boatyards support the yachting and boating sectors, which are key areas of the leisure marine industry both nationally and
internationally. Marinas include coastal or inland, river and waterway docks, or basins with moorings and services for vessels. Boatyards are
waterside locations where vessels are built, maintained, docked, or stored. The revenues from marinas, moorings and associated activities
amount to in excess of £222 million a year.
Marina and Boatyard Operatives deliver a variety of operations and services that include vessel handling such as lifting, launching, high
pressure washing off and the storage of vessels ashore and the berthing and movement of vessels on the water in accordance with company
policy. Operatives must work in a safe manner, complying with relevant legislation, regulations, codes of practice and other information and
guidance. This will help to ensure the safety of vessel users, staff and visitors, along with ensuring the safety of vessels and property within
the marina and boatyard confines. In performing their role, Marina and Boatyard Operatives use a range of equipment; they engage with
customers, other staff, external contractors, suppliers and visitors, and this is undertaken in a polite and helpful manner. Marina and Boatyard
Operatives conduct regular maintenance activities and checks around the marina and boatyard, and this may include work on pontoon
systems, buildings, storage cradles, along with maintenance and checks within public areas and wider facility buildings. Depending on the
size of the marina and boatyard, operatives report to the site manager or departmental line manager. Certain Marina and Boatyard Operative
tasks require team working, for example boat lifting. Operatives are expected to work under their own initiative and can undertake lone
working outside of normal office hours, acting as the sole representative for the site and organisation.
Marina and Boatyard Operatives may undertake specialisms in retail, fuel, rigging, or lock and bridge operation.
This Apprentice Record of Achievement (ARoA) has been designed to aid apprentices in evidencing and collating their competence in
relation to the specified Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours in the Marina and Boatyard Operative Apprenticeship Standard.
It is not to be formally assessed during the course of the apprenticeship and will act as an aid only during the End Point Assessment (EPA).
The employer of the apprentice must confirm that the work produced and presented in this ARoA is authentic and original, that the apprentice
performs consistently to the required standard, and that they believe the apprentice is ready for EPA by completing and signing the employer
confirmation statement of EPA readiness document.
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How to use this Apprentice Record of Achievement
As an apprentice:
Knowledge Skills and Behaviours (KSB) – use this Apprentice Record of Achievement (ARoA) to record the KSB you learn throughout this
apprenticeship programme, in preparation for your EPA. Please refer to the evidence section for further guidance on how you can record and
demonstrate your competence against the KSB.
Paperwork section and checklist – use the checklist to record the location of each piece of paperwork (e.g. job description, organisational chart
etc), and sign your name and the date next to each to confirm you have included the paperwork and the date that you have done this.
Evidence section – use this section as a guide to help you decide how you will demonstrate and/or record evidence of your competence against
the KSB associated with this apprenticeship standard. The evidence contained in this ARoA will not be formally assessed during your programme
but is a gateway requirement and will act to direct the End Point Assessor during the professional discussion part of the EPA.
Declarations – you and your employer must sign the relevant documents at the back of this ARoA, with a witness present to confirm that the work
contained in this ARoA is authentic and your own.
How to prepare for EPA – you will be assessed on the relevant KSB for this apprenticeship standard, using the direct observation and professional
discussion methods of assessment. This will be carried out by an assessor who is independent from both your employer and training provider. You
will be required to present 10 – 15 pieces of your work to the End Point Assessor, whilst ensuring that your ARoA is available to provide further
evidence if required. You may wish to consider compiling 3 pieces of your work from each of the mandatory sections, and 3 pieces of your work
from the chosen specialist option. An EPA evidence contents list has been included at the bottom of this document, which you can use to present
your chosen evidence to the End Point Assessor – you can assign a number and a description to each piece of evidence on the contents list,
ensuring the evidence presented is correctly numbered, which will help the End Point Assessor to clearly carry out the assessment. You can find
the assessment plan for this apprenticeship standard on the Institute for Apprenticeship and Technical Education’s website https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/marina-and-boatyard-operative/
Support during your apprenticeship – throughout your apprenticeship, you will be supported by both your employer and your training provider. If
you work in a small organisation and are unable to go to your mentor or manager with questions or concerns, you should raise these with your
training
provider.
For
more
information
on
support
during
your
apprenticeship,
please
access
this
guide:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/714330/Apps_A5_Learner_Support.pdf
Please be aware, that as of April 2019, the national minimum wage for apprentices went up from £3.70 per hour to £3.90 per hour.
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As an employer:
A workplace mentor – it is recommended that your apprentice is assigned a workplace mentor, so that the apprentice has the right level of support
and guidance and so that you are able to keep track of their progress and development within the workplace. You may decide to appoint their line
manager to this role.
20% off the job training – as the typical duration of this apprenticeship standard is 18 months, this means your apprentice will require a minimum
of 70 days off the job training over the course of the apprenticeship. You should agree a plan with your training provider to understand how much
off the job training they will receive with them, and if you need to provide any off the job training in the workplace. Off the job training can include:
the teaching of theory (e.g. lectures, role playing, simulation exercises, online learning or manufacturer training), practical training: shadowing,
mentoring, industry visits and attendance at competitions, learning support and time spent writing assessments and assignments. As English and
maths are mandatory qualifications for this apprenticeship standard, the delivery of these can be included in the off the job training plan, agreed
by you and your chosen training provider. The apprentice will need to achieve Level 1 English and maths and must take the test for Level 2 English
and maths prior to commencing EPA. The short courses listed below are recommendations, and not mandatory for this apprenticeship standard.
In the situation where a KSB is not able to be evidenced in your workplace, the intention would be for you or the training provider to contact another
employer or colleague in the industry who is able to satisfy the requirement. This may be agreed by arranging a mutually beneficial apprentice
swap, or by agreeing a day rate, and confirming with the training provider that this will satisfy the requirement and that they will pay the relevant
invoice for training with the funding being drawn down for this apprenticeship standard. A record of this training should be obtained, which could
be a signed witness statement/testimony, or certificate etc.
A record of off the job training should be kept, please decide with your apprentice and training provider how this will be achieved. Off the job
training can take place in the workplace provided it is distinctly different from their regular work duties. For more information and guidance on off
the job training, please visit https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-off-the-job-training
Witness testimonies/boat movement log/equipment and machinery log – please complete these documents with your apprentice after an activity
in the workplace has been conducted with the involvement of your apprentice. It is intended that these logs are completed throughout the
apprenticeship to record learning experience and progression. There are notes on these documents to help you with completing them. These will
help to demonstrate competence and possibly off the job training.
Witness signature log – this document should be used to record the details of anyone within the workplace who will be verifying work the apprentice
undertakes as a witness or mentor, the person who undertakes the progress reviews if different to the witness or mentor, and any other relevant
person who has involvement in the training of your apprentice.
Conducting employer progress reviews – employer progress reviews are an important part of the apprenticeship and will let both you and your
apprentice know how things are going, and if any improvement actions are necessary. It is recommended that you plan these in advance from the
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start of the apprenticeship so that they are carried out with your apprentice at regular intervals, ranging from every 6 – 8 weeks, and store them in
this ARoA, retaining a copy for your records.
Initiating EPA – in order to initiate the EPA for your apprentice, you will have to ensure that all of the gateway requirements have been met and
sign the confirmation statement of apprentice EPA readiness. You will have to choose the EPA Organisation (EPAO) that will conduct the EPA,
ensuring that they are independent of your organisation and the training provider you are using. Your apprentice will be required to present 10 –
15 pieces of their work to the End Point Assessor, whilst ensuring that their ARoA is available to provide further evidence if required. They may
wish to consider compiling 3 pieces of their work from each of the mandatory sections, and 3 pieces of their work from the chosen specialist option.
An EPA evidence contents list has been included at the bottom of this document, which your apprentice can use to present their chosen evidence
to the End Point Assessor – they can assign a number and a description to each piece of evidence on the contents list, ensuring the evidence
presented is correctly numbered, which will help the End Point Assessor to clearly carry out the assessment. You can search for an appropriate
EPAO on the Register of EPAOs - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations
As a training provider:
Induction – you will be responsible for working closely with your apprentice’s employer to ensure they receive a full induction programme upon
starting their apprenticeship.
Agreeing a detailed training plan – a detailed training plan should be agreed with the apprentice and their employer, to ensure all parties are aware
of their off the job training responsibilities. This will also help all parties to plan ahead and will give your apprentice a clear idea of what their
apprenticeship training looks like and what to expect.
English and maths – if required, you will need to deliver English and maths qualifications to satisfy the mandatory requirements of this apprenticeship
standard. The apprentice will need to achieve Level 1 English and maths and must take the test for Level 2 English and maths prior to commencing
EPA. For those with an education health and care plan (EHCP), or a legacy statement, the apprenticeship’s English and maths minimum
requirement is entry Level 3. British Sign Language qualifications are an alternative to English qualifications for those whom this is their primary
language.
20% off the job training – as the typical duration of this apprenticeship standard is 18 months. This means your apprentice will require a minimum
of 70 days off the job training over the course of the apprenticeship. This will be detailed in the training plan you create with the apprentice and
their employer. In the situation where a KSB is not able to be evidenced in the apprentice’s workplace, the intention would be for the employer or
training provider to contact another employer or colleague in the industry who is able to satisfy the requirement. This may be agreed by arranging
a mutually beneficial apprentice swap, or by agreeing a day rate, and confirming with you that this will satisfy the requirement and that you (the
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training provider) will pay the relevant invoice for training with the funding being drawn down for this apprenticeship standard. The short courses
listed below are recommendations, and not mandatory for this apprenticeship standard.
Storing off the job training evidence – there is a section next to the paperwork section where your apprentice can store details of off the job training
evidence – it could be certificates, witness/boat movement/equipment and machinery logs, reflective accounts, assignments etc. They can include
where the evidence is located in this ARoA.
Providing feedback – a feedback sheet has been provided for the training provider to give feedback to the apprentice on different elements of their
work completed within this ARoA, to help with recording progress and learning. Please ask your apprentice to confirm they have actioned this
feedback by signing and dating next to your feedback.
Regular progress reviews – it is important that you carry out regular progress reviews to ensure you are fully aware of the apprentice journey and
their progress, enabling you to fully support them throughout. Progress reviews will help you to identify improvements, areas for development,
general mentoring requirements, possible learning support needs, health and safety requirements or concerns, apprentice destinations, and will
help you to ensure the apprentice’s wellbeing and that they are appropriately safeguarded. It is recommended that these are regularly carried out
from the start of the apprenticeship.
Short courses you may wish use to meet requirements of the apprenticeship standard:
 Level 2 health and safety course
 Forklift course
 Level 2 manual handling course
 Mobile crane course
 Working safely course
 Dry stack/counterbalance forklift training course
 PPE/RPE training
 Telescopic forklift course
 Working at height
 MEWP/Cherry picker course
 Working on and near water
 Appointed person training
 Personal safety and lone working course
 Boat handling/RYA courses
 Level 2 fire safety course
 VHF license
 Level 2 risk assessment course
 Abrasive wheels/hedge trimmer courses
 STCW95 Elementary first aid course
 Manufacturer training courses
 Man overboard training
 Customer service course
 Power boat Level 2 course
 Welcome afloat course
 Slinger and Signaller course
 Time management awareness course
 Boat hoist training course
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Core Knowledge Skills and Behaviours
101 - Awareness and understanding of and conduct in the industry
Knowledge

Skills

Role and activities of marinas
and boatyards, the services
provided by them and their
place in the marine leisure
industry, both nationally and
internationally

Discuss the industry and how
marinas and boatyards
support design, production,
employment and tourism etc.

Role, purpose and types of
formal and informal
communication.

Communicate effectively with
customers and other
members of staff and visitors
to the site using appropriate,
clear and engaging
communication.

Principles in providing high
quality customer service and
the needs, rights, and
expectations of others, and
the company’s customer
quality standards and
processes.

Deliver excellent customer
service by actively applying
customer service principles
and best practice in
accordance with required
information and guidance to
ensure customer needs are
met.

Behaviours









Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.

Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
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101 - Awareness and understanding of and conduct in the industry
- competence checklist and evidence reference log
P1
Understand the purpose of marinas and boatyards and the
typical facilities and services provided, in the UK and
abroad.
P2
Discuss the services provided by your organisation.
P3

P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9

P10
P11

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference

Explain how your organisation fits into the marine leisure
industry (nationally and internationally), and how this
supports employment and tourism both locally and
nationally.
Understand the typical roles within a marina and boatyard
environment.
Understand how your organisation is structured and how
you fit into the structure (include organisational chart).
Have familiarity with your job description and understand
how your role contributes towards your organisation’s
effectiveness and business objectives.
Understand the terminology used within marina and
boatyards.
Have knowledge of the key organisations and bodies which
regulate the work undertaken by marina and boatyards e.g.
the Health and Safety Executive, the MMO etc.
Dress for the following work situations in the way your
organisation expects when working:
 In the boatyard.
 In the marina office.
 On or near water.
Display a positive attitude and willingness to learn when
working in the marina and boatyard.
Be punctual and show good time keeping.
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P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Show professionalism, use appropriate language, and good
manners when dealing with customers both internal and
external.
Help and support colleagues and ask for help as
appropriate.
Understand the appropriate types of communication used
in different situations e.g. when communicating with a work
colleague or customers.
Understand the importance of meeting customer needs
and expectations, and how to check that this has been
achieved.
Understand the statutory rights of others in the workplace
e.g. equality and diversity, customer’s rights etc., and the
importance of treating others with courtesy and respect.

Deganwy Quay Marina
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102 - Health, safety, and environment
Knowledge

Skills

Risks and hazards in the
workplace and how to
implement safe working
practices taking into account
current Health and Safety
legislation. Examples include
understanding risk
assessments, manual
handling, working on and
near water, working at
height, and the types and
use of personal protective
equipment.

Keep themselves and others
safe within the
marina/boatyard boundary
including on and near water
and when working at height,
by complying with relevant
guidance, practices,
instructions and information.

Relevant environmental
legislation and the hazards
specific to marinas and
boatyards. The relevant
control measures to minimise
hazards and risks to the
environment.

Maintain environmental good
practice by ensuring
decisions, actions and tasks
undertaken comply with
relevant environmental and
sustainability guidance,
instructions and information.

Types of emergencies and
incidents that can occur
within a marina/boatyard
environment (on/near the
water) and the regulations,
codes of practice,

Respond safely and
efficiently to emergencies
and incidents (for example
fire, person in water, lock
malfunction, pollution) in
accordance with relevant

Behaviours




Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near
water and when working at height. Report and address any safety
issues and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
Environmental awareness – Embrace a sustainable working
culture, taking responsibility for the appropriate use of resources
and own actions in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.



Environmental awareness – Embrace a sustainable working
culture, taking responsibility for the appropriate use of resources
and own actions in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.



Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near
water and when working at height. Report and address any safety
issues and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
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information and guidance
that need to be followed to
reduce the incidence of
these and deal with any that
may occur.

guidance, instructions and
information.

Requirements for recording
accidents that occur and for
providing first aid in
accordance with relevant
policies and procedures.

Follow appropriate
procedures for accidents
that may occur, accurately
record and detail information
about the accident and
provide relevant first aid in
accordance with authority
provided and relevant
information and guidance.



Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near
water and when working at height. Report and address any safety
issues and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
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102 - Health, safety, and environment competence checklist and
evidence reference log
P17 Be aware of all relevant operating and legal requirements
relating to health and safety e.g. manual handling, COSHH
(Control of Substances Hazardous to Health), first aid,
accident prevention etc.
P18 Be familiar with and follow as appropriate organisational
procedures relating to workplace emergencies such as fire,
oil spill, lock malfunction etc.
P19 Be able to provide relevant first aid in the event of an
accident.
P20

Select and use the correct personal protective equipment
(PPE) where required for work operation being conducted.

P21

Identify safety signs in use within the marina and boatyard
environment.
Understand the course of action in the event of injury or
damage and recognise the need to give priority to the
protection of people over organisational performance.
Be familiar with the safety equipment in the marina and
boatyard.
Identify when it is necessary to evacuate the workplace and
understand the evacuation procedure.
Be familiar with the accident reporting procedure and
understand how to report accidents and near misses.

P22
P23
P24
P25

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference

Working safely on or near water
P26

Understand and follow organisational procedures and safe
working practices at all times when working on or near
water.
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P27
P28

Maintain work areas ensuring that these are kept clean,
tidy and free of obstructions and tripping hazards, with
necessary barriers in place and in good working order.
Correctly wear and use life-saving equipment and other
PPE in accordance with organisational procedure.

P29

Understand how to check for and report any visible defects
in life-saving equipment.

P30

Understand approved survival techniques when in water,
including attracting attention, locating and using life-saving
equipment properly – this could include man overboard
training.
Understand how to raise the alarm upon becoming aware
of anyone in the water and be familiar with emergency
procedures and guidelines.
Understand how to provide all relevant information
regarding the emergency to the appropriate authorities.

P31
P32

Working safely when alone
P33

P34
P35

P36

Be aware of the risks and potential hazards with the lone
working tasks to be undertaken, taking into account the
working environment, method, equipment and skills
required in line with own responsibility level.
Work alone where it is agreed with the line manager and is
safe to do so, ensuring that at least one person knows the
task is taking place and the schedule for completion.
Agree with the line manager the steps to be taken in
completing the tasks safely, a suitable procedure for
maintaining contact and a schedule for completing the
task.
Ensure, where possible, that frequent contact with relevant
colleagues is maintained and that working alone in a
confined space is not permitted.
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Working safely at heights

Developing competence
Initials/date

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

P37

Assess the risks associated with the task to be undertaken,
taking into account the potential dangers of falling, of
dropping tools and debris, the stability of ladders, the
working area, any overhead cables and equipment, and
other people in the vicinity.
P38 Wear suitable PPE, including, where relevant, a full body
harness, ensuring that these are in good condition and
functioning.
P39 When working at height, follow the organisational
procedures e.g. maintaining communication, pre-use
checks of equipment, and using safety barriers as
appropriate.
Environmental awareness
P40
P41
P42
P43
P44

Understand the environmental policies and practices that
have an impact on your organisations operations and
activities.
Identify and review how your practices positively impact the
environment and understand how to feedback any potential
impact.
Identify and review how your practices negatively impact
the environment and understand how to report any
negative impact.
Be aware of the behaviour and actions of others in the
workplace and understand how to report as appropriate.
Develop and undertake activities that support
environmental good practice and understand how to
communicate these to others.
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103 - Marina and boatyard operations
Knowledge

Skills

Relevant regulations,
guidelines, policies,
procedures and practices for
the safe and efficient
handling of vessels afloat
and ashore (prepare, move,
block off, load on to
transporter, dry stack or dry
dock).

Prepare, lift, move, and/or
store vessels in accordance
with relevant guidance and
information, including
oversight of the lift as
banksman and/or plant
operator.

Behaviours










Requirements and relevant
regulations, guidelines, and
other information and
guidance for receiving
visiting vessels, allocating
berths and berthing vessels

Safely receive visiting
vessels, allocate berths,
berth vessels, and complete
appropriate records in
accordance with relevant
guidance and information.



Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near
water and when working at height. Report and address any safety
issues and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take
responsibility for completion of own work within confines of job
responsibility level; take command of situations and give clear
instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and
property.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best
work results ensuring quality and continuous improvement in own
actions and across organisational practices and processes. Is
motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and
adopts a ‘right first time’ approach.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Time management - Use own time efficiently to complete work
tasks to schedule.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near
water and when working at height. Report and address any safety
issues and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
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and the records and
documentation that is
completed. (Information to
include tides, weather, and
other relevant navigational
hazards.)






Relevant regulations,
guidelines, policies, and
procedures for operating
equipment and machinery for
lifting and supporting vessels
and equipment in a marina/
boatyard safely.

Use and operate marina/
boatyard equipment,
machinery, etc., as operator
and/or banksman, safely and
efficiently within their area of
responsibility (for example,
boat handling and moving
equipment, vessel support
equipment, maintenance
equipment) in accordance
with manufacturer’s and
other relevant guidance and
information.







Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take
responsibility for completion of own work within confines of job
responsibility level; take command of situations and give clear
instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and
property.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near
water and when working at height. Report and address any safety
issues and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Time management - Use own time efficiently to complete work
tasks to schedule.
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Importance of maintaining
record and information
systems and the types of
administration and
documentation for different
aspects of an operative’s
role.

Complete necessary
documentation for tasks
planned and undertaken
within own area of
responsibility and in
accordance with relevant
guidance and information.






Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best
work results ensuring quality and continuous improvement in own
actions and across organisational practices and processes. Is
motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and
adopts a ‘right first time’ approach.
Time management - Use own time efficiently to complete work
tasks to schedule.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take
responsibility for completion of own work within confines of job
responsibility level; take command of situations and give clear
instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and
property.
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103 - Marina and boatyard operations competence checklist and
Developing competence
evidence reference log
initials/date
Moving loads on land, including boats, yachts, components and materials
P45

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference

Work safely at all times, complying with health and safety
and other relevant regulations and guidelines.
Ensure that the equipment to be used is suitable for the
materials, machinery or components being lifted, and is in
a safe and usable condition, by establishing all of the
following:
1. The equipment is certified and is compliant, is
within current test dates, and conforms to health
and safety requirements (such as the Lifting
Operations Lifting Equipment Regulations LOLER).
2. All slings are free from obvious defects.
3. The lifting equipment selected is suitable and has
a sufficient safe working load (SWL) or working
load limit (WLL) for the application.
4. The identification number, SWL or WLL are clearly
marked on the equipment selected.
5. The equipment is correctly colour coded and/or
tagged (where applicable).
Before slinging, lifting or moving the boat or yacht, ensure
that all of the following, have been established and
checked:
1. The weight of the load.
2. The agreed code of verbal and/or hand signals.
3. The route of the load is clear.
4. Those affected have been informed.
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5. That arrangements are made for securing/storing
in the landing place
6. The landing and storage areas are clear.
7. That boat cradles, tripods, boat chairs, keel
blocks, and shores are ready for use.
Have an understanding of the following equipment and
use two of the following lifting and moving methods and
techniques:
 Crane
 Mobile boat hoist
 Boat mover
 Trailer
 Lifting appliances
 Winch
 Pulling appliances
 Powered lifting equipment
 Low loaders
 Hand operated lifting equipment
 Jacks, skates and trolleys
Have an understanding of the following slinging methods
and use two of the following methods:
 Single leg flat webbing slings
 Multi legged flat webbing slings
 Spreaders
 Lifting beams
P46
P47

Position the moving equipment so that the weight of the
load is evenly distributed.
Confirm that the load is secure before moving.
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P48

Move the load over the selected, suitable route.
Move one of the following types of vessel:
 Boats (motor)
 Yachts (with masts rigged and in place)
 Yachts without masts
Move two of the following types of load:
 Masts
 Engines or other machinery
 Sub-assemblies
 Liquid containers
 Keels
 Cradles
 Boat chairs
Move loads and vessels safely and correctly, in two of the
following conditions, and understand the considerations
in re-positioning under the following conditions:
 To differing elevations
 As part of an assembly
 In the same elevation
 Rotate a load
 Into a boat cradle
 Into a dry stack storage system
 Onto a low loader or road trailer
 Into boat chairs

P49
P50

Position and release the load safely in its intended final
location.
Have an understanding of the Approved Code of Practice
(ACOP) for safe use of lifting equipment and LOLER, and
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P51
P52
P53
P54
P55

the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
(PUWER).
Know the specific requirements for the marking of lifting
equipment and the specific method used within your
organisation.
Be familiar with the lifting equipment accessories to be
used (e.g. slings, chains, wire ropes, eye bolts).
Understand how to carry out visual in-service inspections
of the equipment, and what to do should any defective
equipment be identified.
Recognise the factors which affect the selection of the
lifting equipment and lifting accessories (e.g. weight, type
of load, operating environment).
Know how to check that the lifting equipment is capable
of lifting the load to be moved.

P56

Know how to plan and prepare a route for moving loads,
and the items that you will need to take into account.

P57

Be familiar with signalling techniques used to
communicate with crane drivers (to include hand signals
and verbal commands) as established within the marina
and boatyard operation.
Know how lifting equipment should be handled and
stored.

P58
P59
P60

Understand the extent of your responsibility, and whom
you should report to if you have problems that you cannot
resolve.
Move a load of materials or components over the
selected, suitable route.
Move two or more of the following types of loads:
 Sheet materials
 Access structures
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Pipes, bars, joists, such as (single and/or in
bundles)
Components/machinery with evenly distributed
weight
Components/machinery with unevenly distributed
weight
Liquid containers (such as drums)
Fragile components
Hot/radiant/toxic/corrosive material
Fabricated units
Irregularly shaped objects
Sub-assemblies

Prepare docks and slips for the receiving of boats and yachts
P61

P62

Developing competence
Initials/date

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Carry out all of the following during the preparation of the
docks and slips:
1. Adhere to risk assessment, COSHH and other
relevant safety standards.
2. Maintain safe access and working arrangements
for the preparation of the area.
3. Carry out the preparation activities, using
recognised and approved procedures and
techniques.
4. Leave the work area in the appropriate level of
cleanliness and ready for the required operations.
Follow the relevant operational procedures when carrying
out your activities.
Carry out the preparation processes, in accordance with
one of the following:
 Contracted requirements
 Corporate procedures
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P63

P64

P65

Vessel/structure docking plans
International maritime procedures

Carry out your activities within the limits of your
competence and personal authority.
Carry out two of the following shoring and un-shoring
activities:
 Remove and replace bilge blocks and bow shores
safely.
 Position and operate boat stands and cradle pads
as required.
 Remove support devices when lifting the vessel
and recognise if the operation becomes unsafe.
Prepare the docks and slips correctly for the required
activities.
Assist in carrying out all of the following dock and slip
preparation activities, as appropriate to the vessel, craft
or structure:
 Prepare the ground area for cradle or shores for
an intended boat chocking.
 Erect and assemble cradles supplied (wood or
metal).
 Position boat stands to address the shape of the
vessel.
 Clear the dock slip for subsequent operations.
Be aware of the specific safety practices and procedures
that you need to observe when preparing docks and slips
for berthing, docking, and floating operations (including
legislation and regulations/codes of practice for the
activities, vessels and/or structures) and the responsibility
these requirements place on you.
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P66
P67
P68
P69
P70
P71

Understand the basic principle of dock/slip preparation,
and the purpose of the individual components within the
process.
Understand the methods of marking out the dock/slip
centre line, and the tools and equipment used for this.
Understand the different types of capping and structures
used in the processes, and their application (such as hard
and soft woods, and their compressive properties).
Understand the methods used to align and level chocks,
blocks and cradles.
Understand the care and handling methods, and the
application of measuring/levelling instruments or devices
that may be used.
Understand the techniques used to assemble plinths and
cradles.

P72

Know the methods of securing wire tensioning devices
and rigging wires for vessel manoeuvring in the process.

P73

Know the methods of providing clear markings to
prepared components, to assist with the process.

P74

Be aware of the tools and equipment used in the
preparation process, their care and readiness/fitness for
purpose (such as mauls, wedges, dogs and wood cutting
equipment, both powered and hand operated).
Know how to make adjustments to assemblies to ensure
that they function correctly.

P75
P76

Understand the importance of final security checks before
subsequent operations take place.

P77

Know how to ensure that customers do not interfere with
boat chocking equipment.
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P78

Be aware of the typical problems that can occur during
the dock/slip preparation activities and how they can be
overcome.
P79
Understand the extent of your own authority, and whom
you should report to if you have problems that you cannot
resolve.
Prepare vessels for moving
Developing competence
Initials/date
P80

Establish the weight of the load.

P81

Determine the method and select suitable equipment to
move the load.

P82

Check that the equipment to be used is capable of
moving the load safely.

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Ensure that the equipment to be used is suitable for the
loads being lifted, and is in a safe and usable condition,
by checking all of the following:
1. The equipment is certified and is compliant, within
current test dates.
2. All slings are free from obvious defects (colour
coded and/or tagged).
3. The moving equipment selected is suitable and
has a sufficient SWL and WLL for the application.
4. The identification number, SWL and WLL, are
clearly marked on the equipment selected.
5. The equipment selected is suitable for the
environment of operation.
Obtain the SWL, WLL and centre of gravity of the load to
be moved, by using two of the following:
 Load documentation
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Estimation
Third party
Moving load documentation/moving procedure
sheet

Establish the position of lifting points for three of the
following:
 Single legged flat webbing sling
 Multiple legged flat webbing sling
 Lifting beams
 Spreaders

P83

Establish the above, whilst taking into account all of the
following:
1. SWL
2. WLL
3. Angles
4. Tension
5. Sling length
6. Centre of gravity
7. Obstructions/protrusions
Determine a suitable route for moving the load minimising
the risk to people and property.
Plan the moving of boats and yachts to include at least
one of the following:
 Boats (motor)
 Yachts (with masts rigged in place)
 Yachts without masts
Plan the moving of loads to include at least two of the
following:
 Masts
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P84

P85

Engines or other machinery
Sub-assemblies
Liquid containers
Cradles
Boat chairs

Plan the moving route and location for the final
destination of the load, to include three of the following:
 Differing elevations
 Transferring a load
 Move as unit/part assembly
 Along same elevation
 Turning a load
 Into a specialist area (e.g. a spray booth)
Ensure that the load is secured and protected before
moving operations start.
Identify and set up suitable securing devices, to ensure
that the load is moved safely, using three of the following:
 Shackles
 Holding devices
 Protection materials
 Bottle screws/stays
 Guide ropes
 Stiffeners
 Chains/wires
 Seatings/fasteners
Complete all planning documentation required for the
move.
Complete the relevant documentation for recording the
planned moving activity, to include one of the following:
 Lifting procedure sheet (competent person ID)
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P86

P87
P88
P89
P90
P91
P92
P93

 Drawings for the moving operation
 Inspection records/defect reports
 Risk assessments
Be aware of the specific safety precautions to be taken
when preparing boat, yachts and other relevant loads for
moving, and the need for ensuring load security (e.g.
general workshop and site safety, appropriate protective
equipment, protecting other workers during the lifting
operations, accident procedure, statutory regulations, risk
assessment procedures and COSHH regulations).
Be aware of the hazards associated with preparing boats
and yachts for moving, and how they can be minimised.
Be familiar with the lifting equipment accessories that are
to be used (e.g. slings, chains, wire ropes, eye bolts, boat
cradles, tripods, boat chairs).
Know how to establish the weight of the load (e.g. using
documentation, calculation from drawings and by
estimation).
Know how to establish the position of lifting points in
relation to the slinging arrangements.
Be aware of the factors which affect the selection of the
moving equipment and lifting accessories (e.g. weight,
type of load, operating environment).
Be familiar with the checks that should be made on the
lifting equipment prior to use, and problems that you
should look for that could render them unsafe to use.
Know how to plan and prepare a route for moving loads,
and the items that you will need to take into account.
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Moor and berth boats and yachts
Preparation and safety considerations
P94
P95

Carry out your activities within the limits of your personal
authority.

P97

Understand the specific safety precautions to be taken
during mooring and berthing operations (to include PPE,
safety of others, accident procedures, statutory
regulations and risk assessment procedures).
Be aware of the effect of environmental conditions
(including tides and wind) on mooring and berthing
operations.
Understand the hazards associated with carrying out
mooring and berthing operations and how they can be
minimised.
Prepare equipment and machinery correctly for mooring
and berthing operations.

P99
P100

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Understand how to work safely at all times, complying
with health and safety and other relevant regulations and
guidelines.
Follow the relevant operational procedures when carrying
out your activities.

P96

P98

Developing competence
Initials/date

Ensure that all of the following have been carried out,
prior to mooring and berthing operations:
 Ropes and chains, as appropriate, are laid out in
such a way as to minimise risk during the
operations.
 Communication systems are adequate and
operational.
 Cleats and marina pontoons are in place and
secure.
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The nature of the mooring/berthing operation is
understood by everyone involved.
All ropes and chains are suitable for the mooring/berthing
operation and are in good condition.
P101

Check that marina pontoons are safe and suitable for
mooring and berthing operations, that the berth is vacant
and whether mooring points are to port or starboard.
P102
Use verbal commands, signals and other
communications effectively during mooring and berthing
operations.
Operation: boat arrival in berth/dock
Developing competence
Initials/date
P103

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Follow the relevant operational procedures when carrying
out the following work activities:
Establish a mooring line to-shore link, using one of the
following:
 Heaving line
 Mooring boat
 Boat hooks
Take part in the positioning of the vessel, craft or
structure, ensuring fairleads, and using three of the
following:
 Bow lines
 Stern lines
 Springs
 Fore and Aft lines
During berthing and mooring operations, position and
secure to two of the following:
 Gangways
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 Platforms
 Walkways
 Pontoons
 Landing stages
 Fixed fenders
 Mobile fenders
 Hoist/crane slings
Operations: boat departure from berth/dock
P104

Let go the vessel, craft or structure from the moorings,
ensuring all of the following:
1. Bow and stern lines, breast lines and springs are
singled up and let go in the correct sequence.
2. Relevant people are informed when letting go of
moorings that could foul such as propellers, or
thrusters and all lines are retrieved with the
maximum speed, consistent with safety.
3. Where appropriate, marina launches are secured
prior to letting go.
4. Retrieved ropes are safely coiled to avoid trip
hazards.
Operations: boat move within marina (on water)
P105
P106
P107

Understand the operational differences between
mooring/berthing a boat under its own power or being
moved by marina launch/tug.
Set up a tow/tug for the movement of a boat not under
own power, by side tow or in line tow.
Know what needs to be considered when handing over
control of operation to/from shore crew/skipper on arrival
or departure.
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Knowledge of marina and boatyard operations
P108

Know the correct methods of laying out ropes and chains,
in preparation for mooring and berthing operations.

P109

Know how to establish boat to shore links, including
electrical power.

P110

Understand the characteristic of ropes when being
heaved or slackened.

P111

Understand the importance of fairleads when heaving or
slackening ropes.

P112

Know the purpose of items such as headlines and springs
when carrying out mooring and berthing operations.

P113

Know the techniques for applying stoppers to ropes and
chains with winches.

P114

Know how to secure ropes and chains to items e.g.
bollards and mooring posts.

P115

Know how to check the condition of ropes, chains, marina
pontoons and associated equipment.

P116

Know the correct storage of ropes and chains.

P117

Understand the importance of ensuring that the
completed mooring is safe and secure.

P118

Know the importance of ensuring that guard rails, chains
and stanchions are correctly secured.

P119

Know what to do if you find flaws or damage in the ropes
or chains being used.

P120

Know what should be done in the event of a boat being
damaged during mooring or berthing operations.

Developing competence
Initials/date

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference
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Maintain and store records in the workplace
P121
P122

Understand what types of information need to be
recorded relevant to your role, and what this information
is used for.
Make entries into records that are accurate, complete
and, in the case of written records, legible.

P123

Record information within required timescales.

P124

Store updated records accurately in the correct location.

P125

Maintain security and confidentiality of information
recorded, in accordance with legal and other relevant
information and guidance such as the Data Protection
Act, and GDPR.
Understand the systems for record keeping and storage
used within the organisation relevant to your role.

P126
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104 - Marina and boatyard maintenance and security
Knowledge

Skills

Issues relating to the routine
care and maintenance of
marine equipment and
company assets in order to
maximise operational life.

Perform routine maintenance
on the marina/boatyard
facilities within any wider
estate, as required (for
example, cradles, marina
pontoons) in accordance
with appropriate
maintenance schedules,
relevant guidance and
information, using
appropriate machinery and
equipment.

Behaviours









Procedures for safely
preparing vessels for
cleaning and safely cleaning
hulls according to
organisational policy,

Clean vessel hulls safely and
to required standards
following relevant guidance
and information.



Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take
responsibility for completion of own work within confines of job
responsibility level; take command of situations and give clear
instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and
property.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best
work results ensuring quality and continuous improvement in own
actions and across organisational practices and processes. Is
motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts
a ‘right first time’ approach.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with
colleagues, customers, contractors, suppliers and others, as
needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display commitment to
integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Environmental awareness – Embrace a sustainable working culture,
taking responsibility for the appropriate use of resources and own
actions in accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues
and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
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procedures and relevant
guidance.





Factors that can affect the
security of a marina/
boatyard, the customers and
their property, e.g. vessels
and equipment, and the
public. The information and
guidance that must be
followed to ensure security is
maintained.

Maintain security in the
marina /boatyard and
conduct required security
checks in accordance with
organisational requirements
and guidelines in relation to
their role.








Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best
work results ensuring quality and continuous improvement in own
actions and across organisational practices and processes. Is
motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts
a ‘right first time’ approach.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service
and meet requirements of all customers.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational
awareness and apply this proactively acting in a way that does not
endanger the health and safety of any person whilst ensuring the
protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues
and concerns in accordance with relevant guidance and
information.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best
work results ensuring quality and continuous improvement in own
actions and across organisational practices and processes. Is
motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts
a ‘right first time’ approach.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take
responsibility for completion of own work within confines of job
responsibility level; take command of situations and give clear
instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and
property.
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104 - Marina and boatyard maintenance and security competence
checklist and evidence reference log
P127
Carry out routine inspections on marina and boatyard
facilities as directed by your organisation to determine
care and/or maintenance requirements.
P128
Perform maintenance operations in accordance with the
appropriate schedules relevant to the marina or boatyard.
P129
Select the appropriate machinery and/or equipment for
the maintenance operation being undertaken and
understand the associated issues that could arise e.g.
COSHH, PPE, lighting and visibility etc.
P130
Understand the factors that can affect the security of a
marina and boatyard e.g. public footpath access, lack of
CCTV etc.
P131
Follow regulations and organisational procedures for
security at all times.
P132
P133
P134

P135
P136
P137
P138

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference

Display appropriate ID as required by organisational
policy.
Identify those not eligible to enter areas, as required by
organisational policy.
When considered necessary, challenge individuals within
the marina and/or boatyard area to justify their presence
and to explain their activities.
Where necessary, refer unauthorised individuals or
vehicles to the appropriate agencies in accordance with
organisational policy.
Implement security checks in accordance with
organisational requirements.
Identify and report any perceived security risks within own
level of responsibility.
Maintain accurate records of incidents, where required to
do so within own limits of authority.
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Specialist Knowledge and Skills (one to be chosen out of the four options)
201 – Fuel and pump out
Knowledge (K), Skills (S)
Safely handle and dispense marine
fuels (bulk delivery and fuelling of
vessels) in accordance with relevant
guidance and information. (K, S)

Behaviours






Understand fuel costs, stock control,
mark up, and required profit
margins. (K)



Correctly calculate fuel mark up and
margins and fuel payments, VAT etc.,
and obtain correct payment. (S)



Safely operate pump out facilities. (S)









Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Environmental awareness – Embrace a sustainable working culture, taking responsibility
for the appropriate use of resources and own actions in accordance with relevant
guidance and information.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take responsibility for completion of
own work within confines of job responsibility level; take command of situations and give
clear instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and property.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take responsibility for completion of
own work within confines of job responsibility level; take command of situations and give
clear instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and property.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Environmental awareness – Embrace a sustainable working culture, taking responsibility
for the appropriate use of resources and own actions in accordance with relevant
guidance and information.
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201 - Fuel and pump out competence checklist and evidence
reference log
P139
Understand organisational procedures relating to meeting
risk assessment requirements relating to the transfer of
fuel, oil and lubricants to and from vessels.
P140
Prepare the working area correctly, ensuring that all
obstructions and hazards are removed, and that relevant
safety systems and equipment are available and
operating correctly.
P141
Cordon off the area and place warning signs correctly,
establishing and maintaining a safety boundary in line with
best practice and regulatory requirements.
P142
Be aware of the location and condition of emergency
equipment.
P143
Establish and maintain clear contact with all others
involved in the operation.
P144
Be familiar with the fuel dispensing procedures, the
associated risks, and how to correctly operate the
equipment.
P145
Confirm that all connections are leak free before
commencing operations and monitor the pipelines for
leaks at all times.
P146
Calculate correctly the amount and positioning of the fuel
to be transferred to the vessel.
P147

Safely remove fuel gun from the deck filler and correctly
clean any spillages as they might occur.

P148

Deal with any residues and spillages promptly and
correctly.

P149

Maintain accurate and up to date records of fuel, oil and
lubricants that have been transferred, where required.

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference
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P150

Understand the principal types of equipment used to
transfer fuel, oil and lubricants to and from vessels.

P151

Correctly check tanks for ingress of water and explain
company procedures and what actions should be taken if
water is found to be present.
Understand the potential hazards and related safety
precautions applicable during the transfer of fuel, oil and
lubricants to and from vessels.
Understand how to calculate the price of fuel and
communicate this to the customer, including VAT.

P152
P153
P154

Know how to use the payment facilities in the marina to
take the correct payment from the customer.

P155

Understand the required mark up and profit margins when
selling fuel or managing stock, including VAT.

P156

Know who to go to with any issues relating to the sale or
stock management of fuel.

P157

Correctly dip fuel tanks to establish stock levels and cross
reference against sales transactions to identify any
irregularities.
Demonstrate the process to establish and order the
correct amount of fuel required to replenish stocks.

P158
P159
P160
P161

Correctly and safely receive a fuel delivery from a tanker
and demonstrate knowledge in processing the associated
paperwork and delivery records.
Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
monthly RDCO HO5 Form to HMRC by registered dealers
in controlled oils where appropriate.
Understand how to use pump out facilities, providing
assistance to customers where required.
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P162
P163
P164

Understand the relevant legislation related to using pump
out facilities and the disposal of sewage, both locally and
nationally.
Know how to give advice to a customer relating to best
practice when using their onboard facilities and disposing
of sewage on land or at sea.
Understand the possible safety and environmental issues
related with operating a pump out station, and how these
can be minimised.

Salterns Marina, Poole
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202 - Rigging
Knowledge (K), Skills (S)
Safely prepare a yacht for rigging and
de-rigging in accordance with marina/
boatyard policy. (K, S)

Behaviours






Inspect yacht rigging in accordance
with marina/boatyard policy. (K, S)





Understand the requirements and
processes for the supply of standing &
running rigging including splicing and
associated uses of three strand and
multi-plait ropes. (K)






Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take responsibility for completion of
own work within confines of job responsibility level; take command of situations and give
clear instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and property.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with colleagues, customers,
contractors, suppliers and others, as needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display
commitment to integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
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Complete relevant rigging and derigging records and information. (K, S)





and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take responsibility for completion of
own work within confines of job responsibility level; take command of situations and give
clear instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and property.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.

Portishead Quays Marina
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202 – Rigging competence checklist and evidence reference log
P165
P166

P167
P168
P169
P170
P171
P172
P173

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference

Understand the health and safety requirements relevant
when working with yacht rigging and the responsibility
they place on you.
Understand the hazards associated with carrying out
maintenance activities on masts and rigging (such as unstayed masts, handling awkward loads, working with
cable/rod rigging under tension, misuse of tools, using
damaged or badly maintained tools and equipment, not
following laid-down maintenance procedures), and how
they can be minimised.
Understand relevant safe working practices associated
with handling rigging components that are under tension.
Understand the basic principles of how the equipment
functions, the working purpose of individual
units/components and how they interact.
Understand methods of checking that components are fit
for purpose, and how to identify defects and wear
characteristics.
Understand the procedures that are required to be
implemented by specialist contractors on masts and
rigging.
Understand how to obtain and interpret specification,
manufacturers’ manuals and other documents needed in
the preparation process.
Understand the procedure for obtaining replacement
parts, materials and other consumables necessary for the
planned maintenance and repair.
Understand the specific requirements for the
maintenance of masts and rigging, and the maintenance
methods that should be applied.
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P174
P175
P176
P177
P178

P179

P180

P181

Understand the preparation procedures and preventive
measures which are undertaken to minimise wear and
tear of mast and rigging components.
Understand how to record the preparation of masts and
rigging and how to complete the documentation.
Understand the extent of your own responsibility, and
whom you should report to if you have problems that you
cannot resolve.
Follow the relevant preparation schedules to carry out the
required work.
Carry out all of the following during the preparation of a
vessel for rigging maintenance:
1. Undertake the rigging and de-rigging
activities to cause minimal disruption to
normal working
2. Adhere to risk assessment, COSHH and
other relevant safety standards
3. Ensure that safe access and working
arrangements for the maintenance area
have been provided
Dismantle or reassemble two of the following:
 Running rigging
 Standing rigging
 Stanchions and guard wires
Rig and de-rig, in compliance with all of the following
standards:
 Organisational guidelines and codes of practice
 Equipment manufacturer's operation range
 Health and safety regulations
Carry out the following rope eye splices.
 A 3-strand rope eye splice suitable for a mooring
line or halyard.
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P182

P183

A multi-plait eye splice suitable for a halyard or
other running rigging - e.g. spinnaker sheet.
Complete the relevant documentation for the preparation
activity, to include one of the following:
 Maintenance/renewal reports
 Defect reports
 Repair documentation
 Relevant test certificates
Dispose of waste materials in accordance with safe
working practices and approved procedures.
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203 – Chandlery & Retail
Knowledge (K), Skills (S)
Understand marine related products
and identify customer needs. (K)

Behaviours




Perform stock control as per
organisational requirements (S)





Understand stock control, mark up
and required profit margins. (K)





Understand and apply principles of
sales & marketing and display of
products. (K,S)






Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take responsibility for completion of
own work within confines of job responsibility level; take command of situations and give
clear instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and property.
Time management - Use own time efficiently to complete work tasks to schedule.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with colleagues, customers,
contractors, suppliers and others, as needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display
commitment to integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Independent working and logical decision making – Take responsibility for completion of
own work within confines of job responsibility level; take command of situations and give
clear instructions when needed to ensure the safety of self, others, and property.
Time management - Use own time efficiently to complete work tasks to schedule.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
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Chandlery & retail competence checklist and evidence reference log

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference

Work out the price of customers’ retail purchases
P184
P185
P186
P187

Understand how to identify and check prices in own
organisation, including discounts and special offers.
Deal promptly with any pricing problems by referring to
pricing information.
Obtain advice promptly from the right person when it is
not possible for you to sort out pricing problems
Understand where to find information and advice on
pricing.

P188

Understand common methods of working out payments,
including point of sale technology, electronic calculators
and long hand.
P189
Understand retail customers’ rights and own retail
organisation’s duties and responsibilities in relation to the
pricing of goods.
Provide a payment service at point of sale in a retail organisation
P190

Greet retail customers at the point of sale according to
organisational procedures.

P191

Check the terms requiring payment and inform retail
customers of the correct amount to pay.

P192

Understand the various means of payment offered to
retail customers which may include cash, credit and debit
card payments, and digital payments.
Process the payment in line with organisational
procedure.

P193
P194

Tell retail customers tactfully when payment cannot be
approved.
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P195

Treat retail customers politely throughout the payment
service process.

P196

Balance the need to give attention to individual retail
customers with the need to acknowledge retail customers
who are waiting for help.
Understand how to keep cash and other payments
secure.

P197
P198

Understand how to check for and identify counterfeit or
fraudulent payments.

P199

Understand how to deal with retail customers offering
suspect payments.

Help customers to find products
P200

Check for and notice retail customers who require help
finding products at all times.

P201

Respond promptly and willingly to retail customers’
requests for help in finding products.

P202

Identify what retail customers are looking for from the
information they give.

P203

Identify suitable opportunities for telling retail customers
about associated or additional products whilst following
company customer service standards at all times.
Understand the lay out of your retail company, products
offered and where products are located.

P204
P205

Understand how to stay informed of changes to the retail
sales layout, products in stock and where they are.

P206

Understand the risks of not monitoring in terms of
security, safety and lost sales.
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Help customers choose products
P207
P208

Check retail customers’ responses to explanations and
confirm their interest in products.

P210

Encourage retail customers to ask questions and respond
to their questions and comments in ways that promote
sales and goodwill.
Identify suitable opportunities to tell retail customers
about associated or additional products and do so in a
way that promotes sales.
Understand how to adapt explanations and respond to
questions and comments in ways that promote sales.

P212

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Find out which product features and benefits interest
individual retail customers and focus on these when
discussing products.
Describe and explain clearly and accurately relevant
product features and benefits to retail customers.

P209

P211

Developing competence
Initials/date

Keep stock available, priced and maintained
P213
P214
P215

Understand the organisational procedures for ordering
stock, pricing stock, maintaining stock, and displaying
stock.
Take part in stock taking activities in accordance with
organisational procedures and within limits of assigned
responsibility.
Prepare stock for sale within the time allowed.

P216

Arrange for stock to be moved to the sales floor when it is
needed.

P217

Rotate stock correctly and with the least possible
disturbance to other people.
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P218

Follow company procedures for recycling packaging
waste.

P219

Update the stock control system promptly, accurately and
completely.

P220

Understand the stock control system used by own
organisation and how it is used to identify the types and
quantities of stock to order.
Understand how to prepare and send orders for stock
within limits of own responsibility, and why these should
be done accurately and at the right time.
Understand how to prepare different types of stock for
sale.

P221
P222
P223

Understand the health and safety requirements when
handling and/or moving stock.

P224

Understand how to correctly label and display stock as
per organisational requirements.

Royal Quays Marina
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204 - Lock and Bridge Operation
Knowledge (K), Skills (S)
Safely operate lifting or swing bridges
and locks in accordance with relevant
guidance and information. (K, S)
TIP – To demonstrate competence
against the skill requirement, you may
wish to use a number of
evidence/activity logs detailing the full
process of safely operating lift or
swing bridges and locks on the
various occasions this has been
carried out in the workplace.
Understand required weekly, monthly
and annual maintenance of locks and
bridges. (K)

Behaviours












Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with colleagues, customers,
contractors, suppliers and others, as needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display
commitment to integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
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Complete relevant maintenance and
repair logs, including the effective
planning for scheduled maintenance
work whilst managing the impact of
customer needs and vessel
movements. (K, S)










Personal commitment /strong work ethics – Seek to achieve best work results ensuring
quality and continuous improvement in own actions and across organisational practices
and processes. Is motivated, committed, reliable, proactive and adaptable and adopts a
‘right first time’ approach.
Safety awareness – Embrace a safety culture and situational awareness and apply this
proactively acting in a way that does not endanger the health and safety of any person
whilst ensuring the protection of property at all times, to include both on and near water
and when working at height. Report and address any safety issues and concerns in
accordance with relevant guidance and information.
Customer service – Seek to provide outstanding customer service and meet requirements
of all customers.
Working with others - communicate and work efficiently with colleagues, customers,
contractors, suppliers and others, as needed to achieve positive outcomes. Display
commitment to integrity and diversity, treating others with courtesy and respect.
Time management - Use own time efficiently to complete work tasks to schedule.
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Lock and bridge operation competence checklist and evidence
reference log
P225
Understand the current industry guidance relevant to
operating bridges and lock systems, in own area of
operations.
P226
Understand your own organisation’s policies and
procedures and working practices operating bridges and
lock systems, in own area of operations.
P227
Understand the operating capabilities and limitations of
the operating bridges and lock systems, in own area of
operations.
P228
Understand the principal terminology and mechanical
principles associated with the operation of locks and
bridges in the marine environment.
P229
Understand the principal methods of communicating with
vessels.
P230
Understand the impact of the motion of vessels and tidal
range upon lock and bridge operations.
P231
Understand the workplace procedures for dealing with
incidents and emergency situations associated with
operating locks and bridges and the passage of vessels
through them.
P232
Understand the importance of closing lock gates properly
and the impact of not doing so upon lock levels, and the
procedures for addressing should this occur (e.g
emergency procedures).
P233
Understand the local geography and water conditions,
including navigable channels and tides, and their impact
upon the passage of vessels through locks and bridges.
P234
Undertake and record routine inspections of locks and
bridges, identifying any necessary maintenance required
for their safe operation.

Developing competence
initials/date

Competent
initials/date

Evidence
reference
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P235
P236
P237

Carry out routine maintenance of locks and bridges and
complete relevant maintenance and repair logs as
directed.
Report any damage to vessels, lock walls, gates or other
equipment.
Understand how to report any difficulties during lock and
bridge operations and to whom.

Locks
P238
P239
P240
P241
P242

P243

Developing competence
Initials/date

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Ensure that the quay area at the sides of the lock, and the
water area within the lock, are clear of obstructions and
hazards before a vessel is accepted into the lock.
Confirm that winches, capstans and sluices are operating
properly before a vessel is accepted into the lock.
Establish and maintain clear and constant contact with
the relevant person on the vessel ahead of and during its
passage through the lock.
Provide clear instructions to vessels entering the lock as
to where they must stop, confirming that these
instructions are understood.
Ensure where required, mooring lines from the vessel are
secured safely and securely at the correct locations, with
proper allowance made for wind conditions and changes
in water level.
Use fenders effectively and safely.

P244

Identify and report immediately any risk to a vessel’s safe
movement through the lock.

P245

Operate all equipment safely and carefully, minimising the
likelihood of damage to equipment and vessels.
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P246

Report any damage to vessels, lock walls, gates, or other
equipment.

P247

Refer any difficulties during lock operations immediately to
the relevant person.

Bridges

Developing competence
Initials/date

P248

Prevent all pedestrians and traffic from using the bridge
ahead of allowing a vessel through.

P249

Ensure that the bridge is clear of all pedestrians, traffic
and any obstructions before commencing movement of
the bridge.
Ensure that the quay area at the sides of the bridge, and
the water area under the bridge, are clear of obstructions
and hazards before a vessel passes through.
Confirm that bridge operating equipment is working
properly before a vessel is accepted to pass through.

P250
P251
P252
P253

P254

Competent
Initials/date

Evidence
reference

Establish and maintain clear and constant contact with
the relevant person on the vessel ahead of and during its
passage through the water crossed by the bridge.
Provide clear instructions to vessels approaching and
passing through as to how to proceed and where they
must go, confirming that these instructions are
understood.
Move the bridge fully and ensure vessels have clear
access before instructing vessels to proceed.

P255

Identify and report immediately any risk to a vessel’s safe
movement through the water crossed by the bridge.

P256

Operate all equipment safely and carefully, minimising the
likelihood of damage to equipment and vessels
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P257
P258
P259

Return the bridge fully to its normal position and ensure
that it is secured before allowing pedestrians and traffic to
cross.
Report any damage to vessels, bridge and other
equipment.
Refer any difficulties during bridge operations to the
relevant person.
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Paperwork
Please store your paperwork in this section, and your evidence at the back of the document with assigned page
numbers. For multiple use of all the forms and paperwork in this document, please copy the original forms as
needed.
Paperwork checklist:
Documents:

Location:

Signature:

Date:

Job description:
Organisational chart:
Workplace description:
Employer progress reviews:
Witness signature log:
Equipment and machinery logs:
Boat movement logs:
Feedback sheets:
Record of off the job training:
Authenticity of work declaration:
Employer confirmation
statement of EPA readiness:
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Record of off the job training
Description:

Location: (paperwork/venue,

include evidence ref number if
applicable)

Signature:

Date:
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Employer progress review
Name of apprentice:

Name of mentor:

Employer:

Training provider:

RAG rating:

Date:

Red – clear concerns, improvement
required

Amber – some concerns, but making
improvements

Green – no concerns, making good
progress

Positive improvements:

Skills to develop:

Attendance:

(to work and college/training provider site
if applicable)

Work activities:

(application of workplace processes,
procedures and methods, behaviour etc.)
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Off the job training:

(what, where, when, how long?)

Health and safety:

(application of processes, PPE, near
misses/incidents/accidents etc.)

Equality and diversity:
SMART Targets:

(Specific, measurable, achievable,
realistic, time)

Apprentice comment:

Employer comment:

Apprentice signature:
Employer signature:
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Witness signature log
Use this log to record the signatures of anyone who will sign off your work in the workplace, this could be your
manager, supervisor, mentor, training manager etc.
Witness name:

Witness position:

Signature:

Date:
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Evidence
Evidence produced must relate to the requirements of the apprenticeship standard you are undertaking. The
evidence you collect could be:







Job lists, emails, workplace policies and processes, records and certificates of training.
Documents you have used/completed detailing tasks and actions undertaken.
Records of discussions between you and your mentor/supervisor/line manager.
Reflective accounts of activities carried out which you were involved with.
Assignments and essays.
Witness testimonies – where occupationally competent staff have observed you undertaking relevant tasks
and work activities and recorded details as to what you did and how you did it.
 Photographs or videos of you undertaking work tasks and activities – case study of work activity.
 Recognised prior learning (RPL).

Please store your evidence at the back of this document with clearly assigned page numbers for reference.

Please ensure when you are collecting evidence against the requirements of this apprenticeship standard, you
adhere to GDPR and Data Protection principles, by making sure information such as full names, telephone
numbers, email addresses, addresses etc. are blocked out or removed from your evidence.
Please copy and save the forms in this document for multiple use.
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Equipment and machinery log
Name:
Equipment used:
Witness:
Summary of work:

Employer:
Location:
Date:

Include the role of the apprentice in the use
of equipment/machinery, the type of activity,
and any other supporting information, such
as which core or specialist knowledge and
skills requirement this activity is referencing.

Factors considered in
planning/using the equipment
and/or machinery:
Ask the apprentice what factors were
considered when using the equipment or
machinery and why and identify any factors that
they have not considered. Add feedback of how
the apprentice supported with these factors.
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Apprentice comments:

Ask the apprentice to provide feedback of
how they felt the activity went, anything they
learned, improvements they could make if
any, and any other relevant information.

Witness comments:

Provide feedback of how you feel the
activity went, anything the apprentice done
well, any improvements they could make,
and any other relevant information.

Please tick the rating that applies to this work activity:
Red: (requires improvement)

Amber: (requires some
improvement)

Green: (no improvements)

By signing this, you confirm that you witnessed the work carried out by the apprentice, and it is valid and authentic

Witness name:
Apprentice name:

Witness
signature:
Apprentice
signature:
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Boat movement log
Name:
Boat name:
Witness:
Summary of work:

Employer:
Location:
Date:

Include the role of the apprentice in the
move, the type of movement, and any other
supporting information, such as which core
or specialist knowledge and skills
requirement this activity is referencing.

Factors considered in
planning and carrying out the
move:
Ask the apprentice what factors were
considered during the move and why and
identify any factors that they have not
considered. Add feedback of how the apprentice
supported with these factors.
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Apprentice comments:

Ask the apprentice to provide feedback of
how they felt the move went, anything they
learned, improvements they could make if
any, and any other relevant information.

Witness comments:

Provide feedback of how you feel the move
went, anything the apprentice done well,
any improvements they could make, and
any other relevant information.

Please tick the rating that applies to this work activity:
Red: (requires improvement)

Amber: (requires some
improvement)

Green: (no improvements)

By signing this, you confirm that you witnessed the work carried out by the apprentice, and it is valid and authentic

Witness name:
Apprentice name:

Witness
signature:
Apprentice
signature:
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Witness testimony record
Name:
Activity name:
Witness:
Summary of work:

Employer:
Location:
Date:

Include the role of the apprentice in the task
or activity, and any other supporting
information, such as which core or specialist
knowledge and skills requirement this
activity is referencing.

Factors considered in
planning and carrying out the
activity:
Ask the apprentice what factors were
considered during the activity and why and
identify any factors that they have not
considered. Add feedback of how the apprentice
supported with these factors.
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Apprentice comments:

Ask the apprentice to provide feedback of
how they felt the activity went, anything they
learned, improvements they could make if
any, and any other relevant information.

Witness comments:

Provide feedback of how you feel the
activity went, anything the apprentice done
well, any improvements they could make,
and any other relevant information.

Please tick the rating that applies to this work activity:
Red: (requires improvement)

Amber: (requires some
improvement)

Green: (no improvements)

By signing this, you confirm that you witnessed the work carried out by the apprentice, and it is valid and authentic

Witness name:
Apprentice name:

Witness
signature:
Apprentice
signature:
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Feedback sheet (to be used by the training provider)
Section number:

Feedback:

Action:

Completion date and
apprentice signature:
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EPA evidence contents list (to be used by the apprentice to present evidence of competence to the EPA Assessor)
You may wish to consider compiling 3 pieces of your work from each of the mandatory sections, and 3 pieces of your work from the chosen
specialist option. You are required to present between 10 – 15 pieces of evidence relating to your work. Refer to the EPA plan for further
guidance.
Evidence
number

Description of evidence

Evidence
number

1.

9.

2.

10.

3.

11.

4.

12.

5.

13.

6.

14.

7.

15.

Description of evidence

8.
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Declaration of authenticity
Apprentice declaration:
I, ___________________________________, confirm that the work contained in this Apprentice Record of
Achievement is authentic, original, and my own work.

Signature: ____________________________

Date: ___________________________

Employer declaration:
I, ___________________________________, confirm that the work contained in this Apprentice Record of
Achievement has been produced and completed by ___________________________________, and to the best of
my knowledge is authentic, and has not been plagiarised in any way. The work contained in this document relates
to the work undertaken by the apprentice in their workplace.

Signature: ____________________________

Date: ___________________________

Witness information:
Witness name:

________________________

Witness signature: _______________________

Witness position: __________________________
Date: ____________________________
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Employer confirmation statement of apprentice EPA readiness
I, __________________________________, confirm that this Apprentice Record of Achievement (ARoA) produced by
__________________________________ is authentic, is their own work, and relates to the competence requirements specified in the
Marina and Boatyard Operative apprenticeship standard.
I confirm that the above-mentioned apprentice consistently operates and performs in the workplace to the required standards of
competence as set out in the apprenticeship standard, has met all of the pre-requisite gateway requirements for EPA which are
evidenced within this ARoA, and has been on the apprenticeship standard for at least 12 months and 1 day.
I confirm that I have seen evidence of the apprentice’s Level 1 maths and English attainment and that the apprentice has at least taken
the tests for Level 2 maths and English or has achieved Level 2 maths and English. Evidence of this attainment is contained within this
ARoA.
If applicable (for apprentices with an education health care plan - EHCP), I confirm I have seen evidence of entry Level 3 maths and
English attainment, and/or evidence of a British Sign Language (BSL) qualification as an alternative to an English qualification if BSL is
the apprentice’s primary language. Evidence of this attainment is contained within this ARoA.
I confirm that the above-mentioned apprentice has compiled this ARoA, and that I believe it meets the guidance provided by the End
Point Assessment Organisation.
By confirming all of the above statements and signing this document, I confirm that I believe the above-mentioned apprentice is ready
to undertake the End Point Assessment which relates to the Marina and Boatyard Operative apprenticeship standard.
Name: _______________________________________

Position: __________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

Date: ______________________________________

Witness name: ___________________________________

Witness position: _______________________________________

Witness signature: ___________________________________

Date: ______________________________________
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